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ABSTRACT
Most of the multiplayer games available online use client-server architecture because this architecture gives better administration control to the game providers. Besides controlling the account and payment information of the players, this architecture also prevents players from cheating as all the game logic is executing on the centralized server. We have already proposed a server assisted approach for mobile games in [2]. Because of the varying and high latency of wireless networks and of the changing consistency requirements during the game play, it is difficult to keep the user experience highly interactive in client-server architecture. We have developed an adaptive hybrid client-server architecture which changes its behavior according to network and game environment variations to improve game state consistency across different mobile terminals. Like a peer-to-peer architecture, this approach uses client-side capacities to reduce bandwidth requirements for the server and to improve consistency in high latency wireless networks. But unlike a peer-to-peer architecture, we do not need a complete game logic on mobile terminals if they have limited processing and memory capacities or if the network latency is not very high.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
SD.1.6.8 [Distributed Systems]: Simulation and Modelling.

General Terms
Client Server Game Design and Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
In client-server architecture, a server is responsible for all the communications between the connected clients. In case of a game server, it is the server which hosts all the game execution states; the client is only responsible for displaying the game’s virtual world. The weakness of this architecture is its bandwidth requirement and scalability. Peer-to-Peer architectures have then been proposed to solve these issues. The major problem with such architectures is that each player is having a complete game state running on their terminal which is open to cheating from the player. Another issue is that in the case of a mobile terminal, we have a variety of devices having different limited processing and memory capacities, limited screen resolution and different operating systems. So it becomes difficult for a game developer to write a game code which could run on a multitude of these terminals. For these reasons, client-server architecture is favored. Moreover, a centralized control is an important part in making the game profitable for game companies. The game administrators can charge subscription fees from the players hence compensating for the game development costs. Apart from this, a centralized game is easier to implement as there is no need for peer-discovery, distributed event ordering, cheat prevention or distributed storage management as in a peer-to-peer architecture.

When mobile clients are connected to a server through a wireless network, the network delays can vary considerably and jitters can occur. As the game logic executes on the server which normally has some game consistency maintenance and event ordering mechanisms, the update events can reach different players at different points in time because of the variation of the network latency. This can cause inconsistencies between different clients. Also, the server must send the update messages frequently enough so that a consistent virtual world can be displayed on the client’s mobile terminal. This can increase the bandwidth requirement of the server considerably.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid approach, which adapts itself to the varying network latency and changing game environment to achieve consistency among different players. This adaptation takes place at run time and the system dynamically decides whether a consistency mechanism is required on the mobile client’s side or not.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we analyze some related works concerning consistency maintenance in multiplayer games and 3D visualization on mobile phones. In
section 3, we first discuss server oriented architectures in which all the game is executed on the server side while the clients are responsible only for rendering the game state; we then discuss a heavy-client approach, in which servers are used mainly for message passing and player’s account storage. Then, in section 4, we present our hybrid architecture and a communication protocol, and also give an evaluation of our proposal. In section 5, we conclude our paper and give some perspectives of our work.

2. RELATED WORK

In [4], the authors present a consistency mechanism for mirrored-server architecture in which the servers are connected in peer-to-peer while clients are connected to the nearest server in client-server architecture. The idea is to reduce the bandwidth requirement on the servers by having multiple servers and to reduce the latency between clients and the servers as each client has to connect to the geographically nearest server. For consistency maintenance, a trailing state synchronization (TSS) algorithm is proposed. TSS keeps two copies of the same game world, each at a different local simulation time separated by some synchronization delay. The latest one in time is called the leading state and the other one, the trailing state. When an inconsistency is detected in the leading state and rollback is required, TSS copies the game state from the trailing state to the leading state, and then performs all commands between the inconsistency point and the present point again.

This architecture is a static design time approach. Moreover because of the mobility of mobile terminals, it suffers from dealing with variations in latency which may cause huge inconsistencies at each client and could require a lot of roll-backs. Besides, roll-backs require storing previous states in memory, which is limited in case of mobile devices. This algorithm also considers that all the clients are equivalent in terms of their capacities. In our approach, we decide at run time whether a client-side consistency is required or not keeping in view variations in network and game environment and also dealing appropriately with heterogeneous devices having different capacities.

[3] proposes to use a cluster of servers for multiplayer games. Their idea is to divide games into different regions, each server executing different regions of the game. This increases the scalability and reduces the bandwidth requirement on the server side. However, again this is a static architecture and suffers from client side latency issues because of changing network latency and jitters. Also, as before, it does not take into account the heterogeneity of client devices.

(Here, the starting text looks at bit out of place. Also we should add related work on server-assisted approach. The given work is not very relevant. Another approach for solving the consistency issue is the thin-client architecture. The game is executed on the server side and the result is sent to the client. Because everything is executed on the server, all of the clients will display the same game state. But if the latency between a client and the server becomes too large, significant differences will start to appear between the clients. The thin client approach has already been used for visualizing 2D and 3D data. It is appropriate for accessing huge amount of data [7], for example medical data, 3D scanned data or very complex CAD models from less powerful devices like mobile phones or PDAs. Most of the techniques use video streaming, as in [14], for viewing the rendered result. The Games@Large [13] group presented architecture that besides streaming a video can also stream the data that is sent to the graphics cards to the client, but the client needs to have a good graphic card, i.e. a “fat-client”, to be able to render the data. In 2006, Winter et al. [5] proposed a solution where video streaming is used when there is a significant amount of motion on the screen e.g. a game and uses the VNC protocol otherwise. Recently the gaming industry started to use the video streaming approach. Different systems for Virtual Networked Gaming (VNG) are already available [8].

3. CLIENT-SERVER ARCHITECTURE FOR MOBILE GAMES

In this section we discuss the already proposed thin-client and heavy-client approach and their limitations in mobile setting.

3.1 Server centric approach

Two main categories of requirements drive our developments in proposing the client-server architecture:

- For game creators, the deployment of a game on a large category of terminals should not conduct to additional development costs,
- For players, the game experience (mainly measured in the game reactivity and loading times) should be similar or better compared with a locally installed and executed game.

The main idea is to separate the different components presented in a traditional game into components that are executed on the server and components that are executed on the client terminal.

As demonstrated in [14], the MPEG-4 standard provides technologies able to represent (in a compressed form) a scene graph and graphics primitives. A MPEG-4 player is then able to interpret them to produce a synthetic image. It was proposed to replace the rendering engine of the game with a MPEG-4 player, with the following consequences: the scene graph (or parts of it) has to be transmitted to the client and the user input (captured by the client) has to be transmitted to the server. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed architecture.

![Figure 1. Proposed architecture for mobile games using a MPEG-4 player on the client side.](image)

The main underlying idea of the architecture proposed in Figure 1 is to execute the game logic on the server and the rendering on the terminal. In addition, the player receives only what is necessary at each step of the game (interface 1). For example, in the initial phase, only some 2D graphics primitives representing the menu of the game are transmitted. When the game starts, the 3D assets are sent only when they are used, the MPEG-4 compression ensuring fast transmission. During the game play, the majority of the communication data consists in updates (position, orientation) of assets in the local scene. We should note that for games containing complex assets it is also possible to download the scene graph, i.e. an MPEG-4 file, before starting to play. The off-line content transferring has similar functionality as the caching mechanism proposed in [6]. In
addition, it is possible to adapt the graphics assets for a specific terminal [12] allowing for the best possible trade-off between performance and quality. In the proposed architecture, the communication characterized by interfaces 1 and 2 in Figure 1, unlike in [13], is based on a higher level of control: the graphic primitives can be grouped and controlled as a whole by using few parameters. The MPEG-4 standard allows any part of the scene to be loaded, changed, reorganized or deleted. For example, the same game can be played on a rendering engine that supports 3D primitives, most probably accelerated by dedicated hardware, and simultaneously on a rendering engine that only supports 2D primitives. This flexible approach allows the distribution of the games on multiple platforms without the need to change the code of the game logic. Another advantage is the possibility to improve the game logic without additional costs for the client, allowing easy bug-fixing, adding features and different optimizations.

In the case of multiplayer gaming, synchronization between different players is directly ensured by the server by controlling at each step the scene graph of each terminal. It means that all players will always see the game in the same state. Therefore, the use of techniques for synchronization between the clients is not needed. The main drawback of the proposed method is the sensibility to the network latency. Big latencies can cause different players to view the game in different states at the same global time. This can cause disadvantage for the players that see the state later than the other players. To solve this synchronization problem, it is necessary to have a thin layer of the game logic on the client side itself for consistency maintenance. In the next section, we discuss client side consistency maintenance approach.

3.2 Client Centric approach

In this section, we discuss how consistency is maintained in client-server architecture when the logic of the game resides on the client side. In this case, the game logic is totally on the client side and the server performs only message passing and some administrative works such as maintaining a database of players, their accounts etc.

In this paper we consider the clients to be on mobile devices such as mobile phones, PDAs, and laptops. The heavy-client approach, as we call it, gives the player more control over the game and reduces the bandwidth requirements on the server side. This approach has the following advantages over the server centric approach:

- With the deployment of all the game logic on the client side, we do not need high capacity servers or mirrored servers dedicated to execute the game logic [4].

- Because all the logic is on the client side, the clients now need to send messages to other clients through the server less frequently and only when required, using dead-reckoning algorithms [1]. This reduces the bandwidth issue which could be a bottleneck in case the server has to send messages for display at the frame rate.

This approach has some disadvantages:

- Because of the heterogeneity of mobile devices, it is difficult to develop a game that runs on so many different devices which have different memory capacities, different screen resolutions and are connected to the server through different networks such as WIFI, Bluetooth and/or GPRS.

- Because of the player’s complete control over the game, he can add cheating mechanism thereby changing the end game results.

- As the game logic resides on the client side, the total delay is equivalent to client-to-client delay which could be approximately double that of server-to-client delay. In case of high network latency, the resolution of state inconsistencies becomes even more difficult.

We have previously proposed a dynamic consistency maintenance mechanism for heavy-client-light-server architecture [9]. In this approach, we combine two different synchronization schemes namely dead-reckoning [1] and local-lag [11]. In case of dead-reckoning, there is a prediction model at the sender’s side to predict the position of this local player as displayed by the remote player. When the error between the predicted model and the real position exceeds some threshold error value, the player sends an update message to the remote players. Normally this threshold error is fixed for the entire duration of the game and for all objects. In the local-lag approach, we delay the display of local messages for a certain time, hoping that during this lag time the update message from a local player will have reached a remote player and hence consistency will be maintained. This local-lag value is fixed and is the same for all objects and for the whole duration of the game. A more flexible and adaptive approach is therefore needed.

4. A HYBRID CLIENT - SERVER APPROACH

From the above discussions, it becomes clear that both client-server and heavy-client approaches have advantages and disadvantages. For this reason, we propose a hybrid approach combining thin and heavy client architectures to combine their advantages in the same system. This combination is made adaptive in that the system can decide at runtime according to the game and context requirements what part of the game logic is executed on the client side and what part is executed on the server side. In the case of a high latency and when the game requires strong consistency, a significant part of the game logic has to be executed on the client side in order to apply consistency mechanisms to reach the same state at different terminals. With low network latency, and when the virtual world objects are at a position/speed where small inconsistencies can be tolerated and/or when the capacities of the client’s terminal are limited, the client terminal only uses some display mechanism to show the messages directly arriving from the game server.

This hybrid and adaptive approach works well when we have a complex game with a variety of objects with different speeds and a network where delays can vary considerably.

A game can be divided into different regions which will have different consistency requirements. In some regions, for example when a player is far away from other players and his movement is considerably slow, it is not necessary to have tight consistency maintenance and only server updates can suffice. On other complex regions where we have many objects near each other with different speed vectors, a stronger consistency maintenance which can only be done on the client side is needed. We call these regions, the critical regions.

We recommend initializing and dynamically changing the values of dead-reckoning threshold and local lag according to three criteria:

1) When the network conditions change. For example, when the delay increases because of a sudden heavy traffic in the network or when some jitters occur.

2) When a player enters a critical region [9] in the game’s virtual world, we change the values of dead-reckoning threshold and local lag so that we send messages frequently and do not
delay messages for a long time to achieve strong consistency in these critical regions.

3) To fix the values of these two parameters according to the requirements of different objects. For example, to have different values for fast moving objects and slow moving objects in the game world.

We now present an adaptive communication protocol to allow client-server mechanisms to change dynamically their behaviour according to the above mentioned criteria.

4.1 Server side protocol
As shown in Figure 2, a server has two main components: a Game Logic component and a Communication Controller. The game logic is further divided into different units necessary for the successful execution of the game world. The Server Communication Controller is responsible for the communication with different clients (players) playing this game. While communicating with different clients, it sends the messages to the clients according to three criteria:

1. If a client, to whom the server is sending the message, is having limited memory, processing speed or screen resolution, it sends only scene graphs to be displayed directly by the limited capacity device. In the message, it signals to the client that no game logic processing is required on the client side. This information is stored in the terminal profile which registers the capacities of different clients before the game starts.

2. In case the network latency is very high, or there are jitters on the communication delay with a certain client, the server informs the corresponding client about the high latency/jitters. Because of high latency, inconsistencies can occur at different clients. These clients, with this feedback from the server, have to apply the necessary consistency mechanisms which we explain in the next section. The information about the network conditions is stored in the network profile and the server checks it before sending messages to the clients.

3) The consistency requirements of a game depend upon different parameters of a player or object such as position, direction and speed in the virtual world. For example, if an object is solitary in the virtual world and its speed is not very high, it may not need a strongly consistent view of others. The information about different game zones, e.g. a circle around a player, is stored in the game profile for each player. If a player has no other player in their critical zone, there is no need for strong consistency on the client side. Hence, in this case, the server should signal the corresponding client that it does not need to apply any consistency maintenance mechanism and that only the scene graph should be updated and be displayed by the rendering engine.

4.2 Client side protocol
On the client side, there is a Communication Manager component, a Game Logic component, and a Rendering Engine for displaying the game world. The game logic on the client side is only a subset of the game logic on client side, that is M<N in the diagram. The client side game logic contains only those components which are necessary for consistency maintenance. For example, to use dead-reckoning algorithm for consistency maintenance on the client side in case of a car racing game, it is necessary for the client to have a car track component and some other components to do the necessary predictions on the client’s side. The communication manager is the component which receives messages from the server and decides according to the signals/information for the server whether to do some necessary consistency maintenance or not. As mentioned above, the client needs consistency maintenance on its side according to three criteria: Terminal capacity, network conditions and the player’s position and speed in the game world.

If consistency maintenance is required on the client side, the communication manager first sends the message to the game logic which processes the message and applies the necessary consistency maintenance algorithms. After that, the message is used to update the scene graph to be displayed by the rendering engine. If no consistency is required, the communication manager sends the message directly to update the scene graph and render it.

4.3 Evaluation
We have done a first evaluation of the hybrid and adaptive approach we propose. We have evaluated client and server side consistencies in case of high and low latencies. Figure 3 shows the dynamic switching of the game architecture from thin-client to heavy-client mode and vice versa.

In Figure 3, at time t0, when the latency is low, the game logic and consistency maintenance algorithms run on the server side as represented by the green wheel and the client only displays the messages through its rendering engine. At time t1, when the latency is high, the client also executes some part of the game logic necessary for consistency maintenance, represented by the red wheel, to hide the high latency from the user.
At time $t_2$ the latency is low again and the system switches to thin-client mode. At time $t_3$, although the latency is low, but a player has entered the critical region e.g. player’s car is approaching the finishing line, therefore the system switches to heavy-client mode to achieve strong consistency in this critical region.

Figure 4 shows our evaluation for three different scenarios for a car racing game using only two cars.

The ‘Local’ curve shows the actual positions of a local player on the server on which game logic is running. The positions values are drawn on the Y-axis against the time shown on the X-axis. Time value 0 denotes the start of the game. As the car starts moving towards the left of the screen on a mobile phone, the value of its position pixels decreases until it reaches zero which denotes the finishing line.

The “RemoteWithlowLatency” curve shows the positions of the car on the remote client, when the latency between the client and the server is very low and all the messages coming from the server are shown directly on the client screen, i.e. without applying any algorithm and without utilising any game logic on the client side. In this case, the difference between the actual car positions and the displayed car is minimal.

In the case of high network latency (between 1000 and 2000 milliseconds in our implementation), the difference between the actual car positions and the displayed car on the client side becomes quite visible when no client side mechanism is applied, as shown by the “HighLatencyWithNoConsistency” curve. In case of high latency and/or high speed of the car, we need to apply some client side consistency maintenance to synchronize the data between server and client. In our experimental implementation, we applied our dynamic dead-reckoning and adaptable local-lag approach [9]. This result is shown by the “HighLatencyWithClientSideConsistency” curve. This curve is closer to the ‘local’ curve than the one in which latency is high and no client server consistency maintenance algorithm is used. By closer, we mean that the difference between the actual positions on the server and the displayed positions on the client is minimum and hence the consistency is improved. This curve is not as straight as the others because when apply prediction algorithms, prediction errors can occur, which need some recovery time to arrive at the correct position.

From the figure, we can safely argue that in case of very low latencies and when the objects move with a slow pace, messages coming from the server can be displayed directly on the client screen without the fear of high inconsistencies. On the contrary, in case of fast-moving objects and high network latency, we need some mechanism on the client side to do necessary consistency maintenance for which some part of the game logic must reside on the client terminal.

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid and adaptive approach to achieve better user experience for multiplayer games on mobile phones. We argued about the need of such an adaptive approach because of the changing wireless network conditions and game’s virtual world. We compared the results for both thin-client and heavy-client architectures and showed that a dynamic approach works better than a static approach.
In the future, we intend to evaluate this combined approach on different devices having different capacities. We also would like to test different consistency maintenance algorithms such as critical zone approach using our dynamic hybrid system and using some complex games. We finally intend to implement the communication manager component as part of our Synchronization Medium [10].
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